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On April 1, 1988, when I made the commitment to change my name to John WorldPeace, I legally
changed it on April 5th a few days later. On April 6th, I wrote my WorldPeace Beacon, a poem. I have
been writing poetry since October 11, 1970, and have continued to the present. I have written over
7,000 poems.
So one of my first acts, as Dr John WorldPeace JD was to write a poem declaring my intent. The
language of the 21st century, 3rd Millennium, The Age of Acquarius is poetry and it is telling and
significant that I began my WorldPeace Advocacy with a poem.
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THE WORLDPEACE BEACON
I have a dream
that all of the world human society
abides in peace
I have a dream
that I and my colors
travel the world’s paths
creating beacons
of WorldPeace
I have a dream
that all the angels of the heavens
and the God of all the universe
travel by my side
as I carry the light of love
and love of peace
to each and every mountain
valley, sea and plain
to each and all that travels
the blessed earth
One simple man WorldPeace
One simple message WorldPeace
I have a dream that with each passing
with each creating

a beacon of love
and understanding
is forever established
forever ignited, forever to radiate
Peace and Light
One simple man WorldPeace
one simple message WorldPeace
I have a dream that
all that is pure in love and light
comes continuously to
touch each tiny beacon
to add light to Light
to make the earth a beacon
in the infinite heavens
that radiates into each of the hearts
and minds of
the Infinite Potential
Peace and Light
I have a dream that all who come
that all who are called
to each tiny beacon
receive the infinite gifts of God
wellness and love
peace and understanding
I have a dream that all who come, receive
each according to his need
each according to her love
so that as they travel one by one
their separate paths
each carries the love and peace
unconditionally forever given to each and every
vibration of the earth
until that never-ending day arrives
when each and every one
when all in all, forever flow
in love's most precious gift
WorldPeace
John WorldPeace
April 6, 1988 – 7:27
WorldPeace is one word

THE WORLDPEACE BANNER
The WorldPeace Banner was envisioned by Dr John WorldPeace JD in April 1988. Its purpose
is to call attention to the vision of WorldPeace.
The stick figures represent all the diverse people of the world.
The word WorldPeace is lettered as if chiseled into stone. This symbolizes that WorldPeace will
be imprinted upon the foundation of the earth and upon that foundation a new era will begin in
which a commitment to WorldPeace will permeate the world human society.
The sun rising above the word WorldPeace has five rays. Five is the symbolic number of
humanity. The sun is midpoint between the word World and the word Peace. This symbolizes
that it is humanity who must bring together the reality of the World and a vision of Peace to
form a new vision of peace for the future.
The sun also symbolizes an open hand. Many use two fingers to symbolize Peace. However, the
hand has five fingers and the open hand symbolizes humanity and communicates not just Peace
but WorldPeace.
One day a WorldPeace Banner of some design in every language will fly above all the national
flags of the world human society. When this happens, we will have subordinated our
nationalistic interests to a commitment to WorldPeace and there will then, in fact, be Peace on
Earth.
THE WORLDPEACE INSIGNIA
The WorldPeace Insignia is round with an open hand in the middle which represents human
beings. Red is the color of human blood. Where two fingers represent peace, and open hand, a
wave, represents WorldPeace. Eventually, every time someone waves an open hand, it will be a
reminder of WorldPeace.
Behind the hand is a yin-yang symbol. This represents the constant changes in all dreamscapes
and all dimensions within the Infinite Potential. Change is the cause of ongoing disharmony in
the world human society.
The yin-yang (male and female energies) is green and blue which represents the planet (blue sky
– green earth). It represents the duality of this dreamscape and the constant encroachment of
one color to the other. Also, within the blue is contained some green and within the green is
contained some blue. Within the darkest night, there is always light and within the brightest day
there are some shadows.
Around the blue-green earth there is a yellow band which represents the physical sun. The sun is
the light of the physical world and also represents the spiritual light of all the founders of all the
major world religions.

The black band around the sun represents the physical universe (even though it is indigo or
beige depending on which scientist you listen to). It is the spiritual universe from which all
things manifest and back into which all things disintegrate.
The overall insignia is round and represents the no beginning – no ending oneness (unity) of all
things.
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